
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SUBMITTED ELECTRONICALLY 
(http://www.tceq.texas.gov/goto/comments) 
Attn: Bridget Bohac, Chief Clerk 
 
May 8, 2019 
 
Re: Amendment to TPDES permit no. WQ0010287001, City of South Houston  
Request for contested case hearing and for reconsideration by Bayou City Waterkeeper 
  
Bayou City Waterkeeper requests a contested case hearing and reconsideration of the TCEQ’s 
decision to allow the City of South Houston to amend TPDES permit no. WQ0010287001 to 
remove all limits on mercury effluent. Bayou City Waterkeeper asks the TCEQ to refer this 
matter to alternative dispute resolution.  
 
Bayou City Waterkeeper designates its Legal Director Kristen Schlemmer as its representative 
to receive all communications:  
 

Kristen Schlemmer 
Bayou City Waterkeeper 
2010 N Loop W Ste 103, Houston Texas 77018 
(512) 619-1583 
kristen@bayoucitywaterkeeper.org 
 

Background 
 

On November 7, 2017, the City of South Houston submitted an application to amend its Texas 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit WQ0010287001 and remove the total mercury 
effluent limits from its wastewater treatment facility at 206 Michigan Street, South Houston, 
Harris County, Texas 77587. On June 15, 2018, the City of South Houston published notice of 
the Executive Director’s preliminary decision to approve the application and issue a draft permit.  
 
On December 4, 2018, Bayou City Waterkeeper submitted timely comments before the close of 
the public comment period, both individually and with a broader group of commenters. A copy 
of each comment letter is attached to this letter.  
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On April 8, 2019, the Executive Director responded to Bayou City Waterkeeper’s and other 
public comments. No changes to the draft permit were made.  
 
Bayou City Waterkeeper requests a contested case hearing and reconsideration of the TCEQ’s 
decision and also asks the TCEQ to refer this matter to alternative dispute resolution.  

 
Request for Contested Case Hearing 

 
Bayou City Waterkeeper requests a contested case hearing regarding the City of South 
Houston’s request to amend TPDES permit no. WQ0010287001 to address the disputed factual 
and legal issues identified below.  
 

A. Bayou City Waterkeeper is an “affected person” with a personal justiciable 
interest affected by the application. 

 
Bayou City Waterkeeper is a membership-based non-profit organization with a personal 
justiciable interest affected by the application. For 18 years, Bayou City Waterkeeper has 
worked in the greater Houston area for the benefit of the Lower Galveston Bay watershed. To 
make sure the waters making up the Lower Galveston Bay watershed, including Berry and Sims 
Bayous, are fishable and swimmable, Bayou City Waterkeeper advocates for regional and local 
compliance with the Clean Water Act, Texas Water Code, and the TPDES permitting program. 
To that end, Bayou City Waterkeeper works to prevent any actions which could negatively affect 
water quality throughout the watershed. 
 
Bayou City Waterkeeper’s members use Berry Bayou and other connected waters within the 
Lower Galveston Bay watershed, including Sims Bayou, the San Jacinto River Basin, and 
Galveston Bay, for fishing, bird-watching, and recreation. Bayou City Waterkeeper submits this 
comment letter because its members are concerned that the City of South Houston’s proposed 
amendment will dramatically harm water quality in Berry Bayou and already-impaired 
downstream waters within the Lower Galveston Bay watershed like Sims Bayou and Galveston 
Bay, and also negatively affect ecological and public health in the area. 
 
By allowing this permit amendment, TCEQ will affect Bayou City Waterkeeper’s interests as a 
non-profit organization, including its financial interests. If the permit amendment is granted 
without any further modifications, Bayou City Waterkeeper will be forced to reallocate its very 
limited resources to avoid any lapses in testing and monitoring of the waters, fish, shellfish, and 
birds downstream from the City of South Houston’s wastewater plant for increased mercury 
effluent. Rejecting the permit amendment, or requiring continued testing and monitoring as a 
condition of the permit amendment, will avoid at least some of these impacts to Bayou City 
Waterkeeper’s interests. 
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B. Bayou City Waterkeeper has members who independently have standing for 
reasons falling within the scope of the organization’s mission. 

 
The following member of Bayou City Waterkeeper would have standing to requested a hearing: 
Evelyn Merz, 7095 Santa Fe Drive, Houston, Texas 77061. Ms. Merz is a current member of 
Bayou City Waterkeeper and also submitted timely comments individually and on behalf of the 
Houston Regional Group of the Sierra Club.  
 
Ms. Merz will be personally affected by the permit amendment in a way that relates to Bayou 
City Waterkeeper’s mission to promote water quality in the waters making up the Lower 
Galveston Bay watershed. Ms. Merz has lived along Sims Bayou since 1991. She chose that 
location specifically to have access to the recreation the bayou affords and has dedicated much 
of her time to maintaining and improving the quality of Sims Bayou. For example, she organized 
a Trash Bash on the bayou for six years. Further, Ms. Merz regularly canoes the tidal portion of 
Sims Bayou that would be affected by the permit amendment and also regularly enjoys 
watching birds along its shores, including raptors which depend on fish and shellfish located 
within the waters that would be affected by this permit amendment. 
 
If the permit amendment is granted, Ms. Merz will engage in less recreation along the tidal 
portion of Sims Bayou and be forced to dedicate additional resources and time to fighting for 
improved water quality along Sims Bayou. Rejecting the permit amendment, or requiring 
continued testing and monitoring as a condition of the permit amendment, will avoid at least 
some of these impacts to Ms. Merz’s interests. 
 

C. Disputed legal and factual issues support this request for a contested case 
hearing 

 
Bayou City Waterkeeper asserts that the following disputed legal and factual issues must be 
addressed through a contested case hearing: 
 

1. Whether the TCEQ erred by conducting only a Tier 1 review. 
 
In comment #3, Bayou City Waterkeeper asserted the TCEQ must conduct a Tier 2 
antidegradation review before granting the permit amendment. The Executive Director’s 
responses #6, 28, and 29 relate to this comment. 
 
The Texas Administrative Code articulates an “antidegradation policy and implementation 
procedures [that] apply to actions regulated under state and federal authority that would 
increase pollution of the water in the state” including “waste load evaluations.” Tex. Admin. 
Code § 307.5(a). The antidegradation policy dictates several levels of review, including: 
 

(1) Tier 1. Existing uses and water quality sufficient to protect those existing uses must 
be maintained…. 
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(2) Tier 2. No activities subject to regulatory action that would cause degradation of 
waters that exceed fishable/swimmable quality are allowed unless it can be shown to the 
commission's satisfaction that the lowering of water quality is necessary for important 
economic or social development. Degradation is defined as a lowering of water quality 
by more than a de minimis extent, but not to the extent that an existing use is impaired. 
Water quality sufficient to protect existing uses must be maintained. Fishable/swimmable 
waters are defined as waters that have quality sufficient to support propagation of 
indigenous fish, shellfish, terrestrial life, and recreation in and on the water. 

 
Tex. Admin. Code § 307.5(b)(1),(2). 
 
Further, the Procedures to Implement Texas Surface Water Quality Standards, 58 (June 2010), 
states: “no increase in loading will be allowed… or toxic pollutants [like mercury] that 
accumulate in bottom sediments, fish tissue, or deep layers of water.”  
 
In its comment #3, Bayou City Waterkeeper urged the TCEQ to undertake a Tier 2 review. 
According to the Executive Director in responses #6, 28, and 29, the permit amendment will 
not degrade any waters because it does not authorize the discharge of mercury and past data 
collected does not show significant amounts of mercury discharged from the City of South 
Houston’s facility.  
 
The Executive Director’s responses raise several legal and factual errors by  

● Ignoring evidence showing the City of South Houston’s past mercury discharges, 
including the failure to properly test for mercury in the first place, and failing to analyze 
how the proposed amendment will affect overall loads of mercury within Berry Bayou 
and downstream waters and fish, shellfish, and wildlife.  

● Failing to identify facts to support the conclusion that any important economic or social 
development warrants potential degradation of the waters through increased mercury 
loads, particularly in light of mercury’s proven public health impacts. See 30 Tex. Admin. 
Code § 307.5(b)(2). 

● Failing to analyze how mercury may bioaccumulate in edible tissue consumed by area 
fishermen, birds, and wildlife, particularly given the high bacteria load in area waters, 
which will facilitate the creation of highly toxic methylmercury, and the fact that PCB and 
dioxin already are present in edible tissue. See Procedures to Implement Texas Surface 
Water Quality Standards, 58 (June 2010), 

 
2. Whether the permit amendment violates Texas Administrative Code, 

Chapter 30 by not giving weight to the results of the 2014 audit and the 
city’s wastewater compliance history.  

 
In comments #4 and 6 and its group comment #5, Bayou City Waterkeeper highlighted the 
City of South Houston’s past compliance history, as well as the compliance history of an 
industrial user. The Executive Director’s responses #5, 16, and 19 relate to these comments. 
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The Texas Administrative Code directs the TCEQ to “utilize compliance history when making 
decisions regarding: (A) the issuance, renewal, amendment, modification, denial, suspension, or 
revocation of a permit…” 30 Tex. Admin. Code § 60.1(a)(1)(A). The Code reiterates: “this 
chapter shall apply to the use of compliance history in agency decisions relating to: (A) 
applications… for the issuance, amendment, modification, or renewal of permits…” 30 Tex. 
Admin. Code § 60.1(a)(7)(A). With regard to permit applications, the Code defines compliance 
history to “include[] the five years prior to the date the permit application is received by the 
executive director…” 30 Tex. Admin. Code § 60.1(b). 
 
When assessing a proposed permit amendment, “the agency shall consider compliance 
history… by evaluating the person's: (A) site-specific compliance history and classification; and 
(B) aggregate compliance history and classification, especially considering patterns of 
environmental compliance.” 30 Tex. Admin. Code § 60.3(a)(1). Further, “[t]he commission shall 
consider compliance history when: (i) considering the issuance, amendment, or renewal of a 
permit to discharge effluent comprised primarily of sewage or municipal waste…” 30 Tex. 
Admin. Code § 60.3(a)(4)(B). “In the review of any application for a new, amended, modified, or 
renewed permit, the executive director or commission may require permit conditions or 
provisions to address an applicant's compliance history.” 30 Tex. Admin. Code § 60.3(a)(2).  
 
Because the City of South Houston requested a permit amendment on November 7, 2017, the 
TCEQ should have considered its compliance history dating back to November 7, 2012. 
Throughout the responses, including response #5, however, the Executive Director repeatedly 
dismisses the City of South Houston’s imperfect compliance history--including a 2017 violation 
relating to its failure to use a sufficiently sensitive test for mercury, which in turn potentially 
obscured additional violations of its permit limits and degraded area waters. The Executive 
Director also fails to properly classify these violations under 30 Tex. Admin. Code § 60.2.  
 
In response #16, the Executive Director also minimizes a 2014 audit of the City of South 
Houston’s pretreatment program, which found that the City failed to conduct compliance 
monitoring for mercury and also failed to require its permitted industrial users to perform 
appropriate self-monitoring.  
 
The TCEQ should have considered the City of South Houston’s inconsistent record of 
compliance, which consistently implicated its permitted limit on mercury effluent. See 30 Tex. 
Admin. Code § 60.3(a)(4)(B). At a minimum, the compliance history shows the TCEQ should not 
remove all limits on mercury disposal without imposing additional terms to safeguard against 
continued mercury effluent. See 30 Tex. Admin. Code § 60.3(a)(2).  
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3. Whether the TCEQ accounted for possible contributions of mercury from 
industrial users.  

 
In comment #4, Bayou City Waterkeeper asserted that the permit amendment must account for 
industrial users of the City of South Houston’s wastewater treatment facility. The Executive 
Director’s responses in #13 & 14 relate to this comment. 
 
To meet the Clean Water Act’s broader goals, the EPA’s National Pretreatment Program (NPP) 
requires nondomestic wastewater dischargers to comply with pretreatment standards. One 
relevant objective of the program is to prevent the introduction of pollutants into a publicly 
owned treatment works like the City of South Houston’s wastewater treatment facility, which will 
pass through the treatment works or otherwise be incompatible with it. By reducing or 
eliminating waste from private dischargers, the NPP aims to reduce the amount of toxic 
pollutants that a publicly owned treatment works must treat, providing benefits to both public 
facilities and industrial users.  
 
At least three of the commercial and industrial businesses upstream of the City of South 
Houston's wastewater treatment facility that participate in the NPP are in the business of metal 
plating, which can result in mercury waste as a component in manufacturing equipment, an 
ingredient in chemicals or laboratory chemicals, or a contaminant in raw materials, including 
Houston Plating Co. The NPP contains an important safeguard relevant here: reporting 
requirements that those facilities participating in the NPP must meet. 
 
The Executive Director’s emphasis in response #14 on additional safeguards offered by the 
NPP ignores that on November 3, 2016, Houston Plating Co.’s South Houston facility entered a 
consent agreement with the EPA to address its repeated violations of the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act based on the company’s failure to provide proper notification 
and failure to comply with applicable hazardous waste generator requirements.  
 
If a facility does not maintain adequate records, it will be difficult for the City of South Houston or 
TCEQ to ascertain whether it is meeting the requirements of its participation in the NPP, 
including meeting effluent limits. By omitting the City of South Houston’s mercury limit, the 
TCEQ will remove an important safeguard that could catch potential mercury effluent that 
otherwise would go undetected at the source. 
 
The Executive Director’s assurances that the TCEQ will continue to test the city’s facility “on a 
regular basis” do not suffice to show testing that will be done frequently enough to detect 
mercury effluent in a timely manner or at all. The permit’s current limits on mercury operate as 
an important safeguard to the discharge of mercury effluent into Berry Bayou and the waters 
into which it flows. The Executive Director’s response does not show how alternative testing and 
monitoring under the NPP or by the TCEQ would provide a better or equivalent safeguard to the 
current permit requirement. 
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4. Whether removing the limitation on mercury effluent will violate the Clean 
Water Act’s anti-backsliding requirement.  

 
In comment #1, Bayou City Waterkeeper asserted that the permit amendment must comply 
with the Clean Water Act and focused especially on the need for the TPDES program to include 
effluent limitations that are stringent as necessary to meet water quality standards. The 
Executive Director’s response #5 relates to this argument. 
 
Section 301 of the Clean Water Act requires permits issued under the National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System program, including TPDES permits, to include effluent limitations 
that are as stringent as necessary to meet water quality standards. 
  
Under the Clean Water Act and EPA regulations, each permit must include requirements in 
addition to or more stringent than technology-based effluent limitations established under 
section 301 of the Clean Water Act to achieve water quality standards. 40 C.F.R. § 122.44(d)(l). 
The regulations require limitations to control all pollutants that are or may be discharged at a 
level that "will cause, have the reasonable potential to cause, or contribute to an excursion 
above any state water quality standard," including both narrative and numeric criteria. 40 C.F.R. 
§ 122.44(d)(l)(i). If a discharge has the reasonable potential to cause or contribute to such an 
excursion, the permit must contain water quality-based effluent limitations for the pollutant. 40 
C.F.R. § 122.44(d)(l)(iii).  
 
Further, the Clean Water Act only allows a permit to be modified if “information is available 
which was not available at the time of permit issuance (other than revised regulations, guidance, 
or test methods) and which would have justified the application of a less stringent effluent 
limitation at the time of permit issuance.” Clean Water Act § 1342(O)(2)(B)(i). 
 
In response #5, the Executive Director concluded the permit amendment does not violate the 
Clean Water Act’s anti-backsliding principle in light of the effluent data gathered by the City of 
South Houston. This conclusion disregards evidence of the City of South Houston’s 
non-compliance with the mercury limit in its permit. For example, a sample from December 2014 
showed the presence of mercury in amounts that were seventeen times the relevant sampling 
limit, and its 2017 notice of violation shows it was not using tests sensitive enough to detect 
mercury. This second violation especially is troubling because had the city used an appropriate 
test, it may have detected mercury. 
 
The Executive Director’s response makes no effort to account for the City of South Houston’s 
violations relating to mercury and whether they show a reasonable potential exists for continued 
excursions of mercury exceeding the state’s limitations on mercury discharges. The Executive 
Director must address these facts and either reject the permit amendment or modify the permit 
further before granting any amendment to safeguard against further mercury effluent discharge.  
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Request for Reconsideration 

Bayou City Waterkeeper requests reconsideration of all issues identified above and fully 
incorporates its briefing from above. Bayou City Waterkeeper also asserts that the following 
issue warrants reconsideration: 

● Whether the TCEQ should delay finalizing the permit amendment until after the
next audit of the City of South Houston’s pretreatment program in 2020.

The TCEQ’s most recent audit of the City of South Houston’s pretreatment program took place 
in November 2014. According to response #16, that audit found that the City of South Houston 
failed to (1) conduct compliance monitoring for mercury, which is required to be sampled under 
its pretreatment program, and (2) require its permitted industrial users to perform the 
appropriate self-monitoring and reporting for mercury. Also according to response #16, the next 
audit is scheduled for 2020. 

Given that the last audit uncovered violations directly related to the permit amendment 
requested now, including a failure by the City of South Houston to use a test sensitive enough to 
detect the minimum analytical level of mercury, the TCEQ should reconsider its decision to grant 
the permit amendment and delay resolving the request for permit amendment until after the next 
audit takes place. 

Request for Alternative Dispute Resolution 

Because this request presents issues that could be resolved through alternative dispute 
resolution, Bayou City Waterkeeper asks the TCEQ to refer the case to alternative dispute 
resolution before a contested case hearing takes place. 

Sincerely, 

Kristen Schlemmer 
Legal Director 
Bayou City Waterkeeper 
2010 N Loop W Ste 103 
Houston Texas 77018 
(512) 619-1583
kristen@bayoucitywaterkeeper.org

Attachments: 
Bayou City Waterkeeper’s individual and group comments to permit amendment 
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SUBMITTED ELECTRONICALLY  

December 4, 2018 

RE: October 22, 2018 Notice of Proposed Amendment to TPDES Permit Number WQ0010287001 

To the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality: 

Bayou City Waterkeeper, located in Houston, Texas, submits these comments in response to the 

Commission’s October 22, 2018 “Notice of Public Meeting for TPDES Permit for Municipal Wastewater 

Major Amendment Permit no. WQ0010287001.” 

I. Bayou City Waterkeeper’s Stake in Local Wastewater Treatment and Contact Information 

For 17 years, Bayou City Waterkeeper has worked in the greater Houston area for the benefit of 

the Lower Galveston Bay Watershed and focuses on water quality, wetlands protection, and resilience. 

To promote water quality across the Lower Galveston Bay watershed, Bayou City Waterkeeper focuses 

on regional and local compliance with the Clean Water Act and Texas’ Pollution Discharge Elimination 

System (TPDES) permitting program. To that end, Bayou City Waterkeeper monitors local water quality 

and seeks to prevent any actions which could negatively affect water quality across the Lower Galveston 

Bay watershed. 

Bayou City Waterkeeper’s members and affiliates use Berry Bayou and other connected waters 

within the Lower Galveston Bay watershed, including Sims Bayou, the San Jacinto River Basin, and the 

Lower Galveston Bay, for fishing, bird-watching, and recreation. Bayou City Waterkeeper submits this 

comment letter because its members are concerned that the City of South Houston’s proposed 

amendment will dramatically harm water quality in Berry Bayou and already-impaired downstream 

waters within the Lower Galveston Bay watershed, and also negatively affect ecological and public 

health in the area. 

Additional communications relating to this comment letter or TPDES permit no. WQ0010287001 

may be directed to:  

Kristen Schlemmer, Legal Director 

Bayou City Waterkeeper 

kristen@bayoucitywaterkeeper.org – Preferred method of communication 

2010 N Loop West #275 

Houston TX 77018 

281.901.0182 
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II. The Commission Must Ensure that the Permit Amendment Comports with the Clean Water 
Act’s Letter and Spirit. 

Section 301 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) requires permits issued under the National Pollutant 

Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program to include effluent limitations that are as stringent as 

necessary to meet water quality standards. In Texas, the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 

oversees the NPDES program through the TPDES program and must issue TPDES permits that set strict 

limits on a range of pollutants, including mercury.  

Under the Clean Water Act and EPA regulations, each permit must include, as necessary, 

requirements in addition to or more stringent than technology-based effluent limitations established 

under section 301 of the Clean Water Act in order to achieve water quality standards. 40 C.F.R. § 

122.44(d)(l). The regulations require limitations to control all pollutants that the NPDES program 

director determines are or may be discharged at a level that "will cause, have the reasonable potential 

to cause, or contribute to an excursion above any state water quality standard," including both narrative 

and numeric criteria. 40 C.F.R. § 122.44(d)(l)(i). If the program director determines that a discharge has 

the reasonable potential to cause or contribute to such an excursion, the permit must contain water 

quality-based effluent limitations for the pollutant. 40 C.F.R. § 122.44(d)(l)(iii). Thus, a prospective 

permittee may need to measure various pollutants in its effluent at two stages: first, at the permit 

application stage so that the program director can determine whether "reasonable potential" exists and 

establish appropriate permit limits; and second, where a permit limit has been established, to meet the 

monitoring requirements within the permit. 

Although the City of South Houston has reported zero mercury in the effluent from its 

wastewater treatment facility, the Commission’s tests have revealed otherwise; for example, a sample 

from December 2014 showed the presence of mercury in amounts that were seventeen times the 

relevant sampling limit. The Commission therefore is under an obligation to include a mercury limit in 

the City of South Houston’s permit.  

Importantly, omitting a limit on mercury would not mean the City could discharge mercury 

without limitation; rather, omitting the limit would effectively remove safeguards on the disposal of 

mercury and potentially create a bigger problem, in need of a bigger solution, down the line and 

potentially subject the facility to litigation under the Clean Water Act.  

III. The Commission Must Study the Uses of Berry Bayou and Connected Downstream Waters, 
Reevaluate its Tier 1 Review, Conduct a Tier 2 Review, and Reject or Modify the Proposed 
Amendment to Account for These Uses. 

In considering the City of South Houston’s proposed amendment to its wastewater permit, the 

Commission treats Berry Bayou as having limited aquatic use and has classified the segment of Sims 

Bayou where Berry Bayou discharges for navigation and industrial water supply. This ignores the actual 

uses of these waters. In taking this overly narrow approach, the Commission concluded through a Tier 1 

antidegradation review that existing water quality uses will not be impaired by this permit action and 

concluded only that numerical and narrative criteria to protect existing uses will be maintained. The 

Commission must reevaluate its Tier 1 review in light of fishing, bird-watching, and recreational uses in 

the affected waters and conduct a Tier 2 review, and reject or modify the proposed amendment to 
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reflect these uses. Further, the Commission must conduct this multi-tiered level of review to account for 

the already-impaired status of area waters. 

A. The Commission Must Account for Fishing, Bird-Watching, and Other Recreational 

Uses in the Waters That the Amendment Will Affect. 

The Commission’s evaluation of affected waters’ uses must extend to Sims Bayou and beyond 

because the normal tidal influence on Sims Bayou extends upstream just west of Telephone Road.  Any 

mercury in the effluent discharged at the City of South Houston’s wastewater treatment facility thus will 

be carried with the tide—and could be carried farther during times of now-regular flooding.  

In evaluating the proposed permit amendment, the Commission must account for the fact that 

area residents, including Bayou City Waterkeeper’s members and affiliates, use Berry Bayou and 

downstream waterways for a range of recreational purposes, including fishing, bird-watching, and 

kayaking or canoeing. Further, the Commission must consider potential effects on public parks. Public 

parks adjacent to Sims Bayou downstream from Berry Bayou and within the tidal influence include Milby 

Park, Glenbrook Park, Reveille Park, and R.C. Stuart Park. Charlton Park is adjacent to one of the old Sims 

Bayou meanders and is within the tidal zone.  

The Commission must not approve any amendment to the City of South Houston’s permits 

without properly studying the uses of Berry Bayou and downstream waters and must modify any 

amendments to account for these uses. 

B. The Commission Must Consider the Full Range of Fishing and Recreational Uses in 

Light of the Commission’s Previous Determination that Berry Creek and Downstream 

Waters Are “Impaired” Under the Clean Water Act. 

Although the Commission notes that a relevant segment of Berry Bayou and downstream waters 

are listed as “impaired” under the Clean Water Act, the Commission dismisses any impact that the 

proposed amendment will have on water quality. The Commission emphasizes that the City of South 

Houston’s facility will not contribute additional dioxin or PCB to edible tissue, increase bacteria or 

toxicity, or affect the Houston Ship Channel’s ability to meet water quality criteria for dissolved nickel. 

This emphasis misses an obvious point: how the potential contribution of additional mercury, 

without limitation, to area waters will affect the overall health of Berry Bayou and downstream waters, 

particularly in light of their already-impaired status. At a minimum, to account for this analytical 

shortcoming, the Commission must: 

• analyze how the proposed amendment will affect overall quantities of mercury within Berry 

Bayou and downstream waters or may manifest in edible tissue—that is, fish and shellfish 

consumed by area fishermen—particularly given the high bacteria load in area waters, which 

will facilitate the creation of highly toxic methylmercury, and the fact that PCB and dioxin 

already are present in edible tissue;  

• explain how adding mercury, a highly toxic pollutant with proven public health impacts, will 

have any benefit for the public at large; and 

• explain how allowing mercury disposal at the City of South Houston’s facility will fulfill the Clean 

Water Act’s purposes. 
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IV. The Commission Must Consider and Account for Upstream Facilities Participating in the EPA’s 
National Pretreatment Program. 

Commercial and industrial businesses upstream of the City of South Houston's wastewater 

treatment facility participate in the EPA’s National Pretreatment Program. At least three of these 

facilities, Houston Plating Co., Byerly Metals, Inc., and Pan Glo, Inc. are in the business of metal plating, 

which can result in mercury waste as a component in manufacturing equipment, an ingredient in 

chemicals or laboratory chemicals, or a contaminant in raw materials.  

In considering the City of South Houston’s amendment request, the Commission must:  

• consider how removing the City of South Houston’s limit on mercury disposal could undermine 

the goals of the EPA’s National Pretreatment Program by reducing area participants’ incentives 

to properly treat effluent, and  

• filter these considerations through the compliance history of these businesses. 

A. Amending the City of South Houston’s Permit Cannot Undermine the EPA’s National 

Pretreatment Program. 

To meet the Clean Water Act’s broader goals, the EPA’s National Pretreatment Program requires 

nondomestic wastewater dischargers to comply with pretreatment standards. One relevant objective of 

the program is to prevent the introduction of pollutants into a publicly owned treatment works (like the 

City of South Houston’s wastewater treatment facility), which will pass through the treatment works or 

otherwise be incompatible with it. By reducing or eliminating waste from private dischargers, the 

Program aims to reduce the amount of toxic pollutants that a publicly owned treatment works must 

treat, providing benefits to both public facilities and industrial users. 

As a general matter, the National Pretreatment Program sets discharge standards and 

requirements that apply to sources of nondomestic wastewater discharged to a publicly owned 

treatment works. But the Program recognizes that local limits on effluent discharge are needed to 

address the specific needs and concerns of a publicly owned treatment works and its receiving waters. 

Most of the general prohibited discharge standards specified at 40 C.F.R. Part 403.5 therefore do not 

impose specific limitations on pollutants. As a result, a publicly owned treatment works must evaluate 

its facility’s capabilities and establish local limits to protect it from receiving wastes that pass through or 

interfere with operations.  

By removing all limits on mercury disposal, the City of South Houston will undermine the 

National Pretreatment Program’s goals because it will fall short of its duty to make sure that entities 

participating in the pretreatment program are not disposing of mercury in quantities that do not fulfill 

the Clean Water Act’s purposes. The Commission must reevaluate the proposed amendment in light of 

the National Pretreatment Program’s goals and requirements. 

B. The Commission Also Must Consider the Compliance History of Nearby Businesses in 

the EPA’s National Pretreatment Program. 

On November 3, 2016, Houston Plating Co.’s South Houston facility entered a consent 

agreement with the EPA to address its repeated violations of the Resource Conservation and Recovery 

Act based on the company’s failure to provide proper notification and failure to comply with applicable 
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hazardous waste generator requirements. The compliance of this and other nearby facilities which 

discharge effluent that may pass through the City of South Houston’s facility directly affects the City’s 

ability to meet its own TPDES permit requirements and broader obligations under the Clean Water Act.  

The Commission should require the City of South Houston to establish appropriate controls that 

protect it from receiving wastes that pass through or interfere with operations or otherwise prevent the 

City from meeting its obligations under the Clean Water Act. Removing limits on mercury discharge 

altogether would not amount to an appropriate control. 

V. In Evaluating the Permit Amendment, the Commission Must Study and Account for the 
Negative Effects of Allowing Mercury Disposal into Local Waterways, Which Dramatically 
Outweigh Any Potential Benefits. 

A. The Commission Must Consider the Effects of Mercury on Human Health. 

Exposure to methylmercury most commonly occurs when people eat kinds of fish and shellfish 

that have high levels of methylmercury in their tissues.  Almost all people have at least small amounts of 

methylmercury in their bodies, reflecting the widespread presence of methylmercury in the 

environment.  U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention data show that most people have blood 

mercury levels below levels associated with possible health effects. Methylmercury, however, is a 

powerful neurotoxin, and people exposed to high levels may experience adverse health effects. Possible 

symptoms of methylmercury poisoning may include loss of peripheral vision, "pins and needles" 

feelings, usually in the hands, feet, and around the mouth, lack of coordination of movements, 

impairment of speech, hearing, walking, and muscle weakness. 

Exposure to inorganic mercury may result in damage to the gastrointestinal tract, the nervous 

system, and kidneys.  Both inorganic and organic mercury are absorbed through the gastrointestinal 

tract and affect other systems. Symptoms of high exposures to inorganic mercury include skin rashes 

and dermatitis, mood swings, memory loss, mental disturbances, muscle weakness, and kidney damage. 

The 2010 US Census and American Community Survey shows that approximately 170,000 people 

live within three miles of the City of South Houston’s wastewater treatment facility. Many more live 

along and use the waters downstream of Berry Bayou. Given the negative effects mercury exposure may 

have on these individuals, the Commission must reevaluate the proposed permit amendment to assess 

whether retaining a limit would better protect these populations. 

B. The Commission Must Consider the Effects of Mercury on Infants, Who Are Especially 

Vulnerable to the Effects of Mercury. 

Infants in the womb especially are vulnerable to the effects of mercury in the environment. 

Infants in the womb may be exposed to methylmercury when their mothers eat fish and shellfish that 

contain methylmercury. This exposure can adversely affect unborn infants' growing brains and nervous 

systems.  

Infants’ developing systems may be more vulnerable to methylmercury than the brains and 

nervous systems of adults are. To illustrate, in past outbreaks of methylmercury poisoning, mothers with 

no symptoms of nervous system damage gave birth to infants with severe disabilities. This strongly 
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suggested that the nervous system of a developing infant may be more vulnerable to methylmercury 

exposures than an adult nervous system.  

Further, mothers who are exposed to methylmercury and breast-feed may also expose their 

infant children through their milk. 

Children exposed to methylmercury while they are in the womb or as infants may fact 

developmental deficits to their cognitive thinking, memory, attention, language, fine motor skills, and 

visual spatial skills. 

The 2010 US Census and American Community Survey shows that approximately 10% of 

residents living within a 3-mile radius of the City of South Houston’s wastewater treatment facility are 

under the age of five years old. Given the irreversible negative effects mercury may have on infants and 

small children, the Commission must reevaluate the proposed amendment and assess whether imposing 

some limit would better protect this vulnerable population. 

C. The Commission Must Consider the Effects of Mercury on Local Avian and Other 

Animal Life. 

Birds and mammals that eat fish and shellfish may be exposed to greater amounts of 

methylmercury than other animals in water ecosystems. Predators that eat these birds and mammals 

are also at risk. Methylmercury has been found in high concentrations in raptors that eat largely fish-

based diets, like osprey. At high levels of exposure, methylmercury's harmful effects on these animals 

include death, reduced reproduction, slower growth and development, and abnormal behavior. 

On the Texas Gulf Coast, our avian populations, with their fish and shellfish-based diets, are 

especially vulnerable to mercury toxicity. Downstream of Berry Bayou, a variety of birds, including 

osprey, have been observed fishing in Sims Bayou. The Commission must reevaluate the City’s proposed 

amendment to account for potential effects to local avian life and other wildlife.  

D. The Commission Must Consider the Effects of Mercury on Local Aquatic Life. 

Even in small concentrations, mercury is absorbed, typically as methylmercury, by algae at the 

start of the food chain. Fish and other organisms higher in the food chain then eat the mercury-

contaminated algae. Fish efficiently absorb methylmercury, but excrete it very slowly. Methylmercury is 

not soluble and therefore not excreted. Instead, it accumulates, primarily in the viscera, although also in 

the muscle tissue. This results in the bioaccumulation of mercury, in a buildup in the adipose tissue of 

successive trophic levels: zooplankton, small nekton, larger fish, and so on. The older that such fish 

become, the more mercury they may have absorbed. Anything that eats these fish, including humans, 

other mammals, and avian life, then absorbs the methylmercury and suffers its effects.  

Given these effects, the Commission must reevaluate the proposed amendment and assess 

whether imposing some limit would better protect fish, avian, and mammal populations. 
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E. In Light of these Grave Potential Harms to Human Populations and Mammalian, Avian, 

and Aquatic Life, the Commission Has Identified No Compelling Benefit, as it Must, to 

Warrant Removing Limits on Mercury Disposal into Area Waters. 

The only rationale the Commission seems to offer for the permit amendment is that the City of 

South Houston facility has, with some notable exceptions, complied with existing mercury requirements. 

But an imperfect record of compliance with mercury disposal limits does not offer a sound rationale for 

disposing of the requirement altogether. If anything, it shows that more stringent requirements are 

needed to maximize compliance.  

Even a perfect compliance would not support removing the limit on mercury disposal 

altogether. Rather, compliance with mercury limits would suggest that the existing limitation on 

mercury disposal either is achieving the desired result of compliance or should be made even more 

stringent to further incentivize the reduction of mercury disposal.  

In light of the potential harms to human, mammalian, avian, and aquatic health, the 

Commission has no compelling reason to approve the City of South Houston’s requested amendment. 

Before approving the amendment or any modifications to the proposed amendment, the Commission 

first must articulate an adequate basis for any changes that accounts for these impacts in light of the 

overarching mission of the Clean Water Act. 

VI. Before Considering Any Amendment Removing Limits on Mercury Disposal, the Commission 
Must Test and Study Potentially Affected Waters to Determine the Current Amount of 
Mercury Toxicity, Particularly Given the City of South Houston’s Past Inadequate Testing. 

In evaluating the City of South Houston’s proposed permit amendment, the Commission noted 

that the “last two years data for total mercury from the applicant is below [the minimum analytical 

level]. Also, reported analytical data does not exceed 70% of the calculated daily average water quality-

based effluent limitations for aquatic life protection….” 

The Commission fails to note, however, that though the City of South Houston has relied on its 

past compliance history to justify its request for the proposed amendment, during a four-year period of 

testing, the City's methodology used to detect mercury was not sensitive enough to determine if the 

facility was in compliance with the mercury levels allowed in its permit.  During that time of incorrect 

testing, the City of South Houston determined that there was zero mercury in the effluent from the 

wastewater treatment facility.  Once the City of South Houston corrected its testing procedure, the 

levels tested above zero. The Commission, however, tested a sample during December 2014, with the 

result seventeen times the relevant sampling limit. 

Relying on the City of South Houston’s past data does not offer an adequate basis for removing 

all limits on mercury disposal, particularly given the Commission’s own sampling that revealed data 

inconsistent with that provided by the City. The Commission must test, or require the City to test, 

effluent over a fixed time period using appropriately sensitive testing methodology to determine correct 

baselines and whether a reasonable potential for mercury disposal exists and reassess the City’s 

requested amendment accordingly.  
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VII. If the Commission Removes All Limits on the City of South Houston’s Disposal of Mercury, It 
Must Require Rigorous Testing to Prevent Any Impacts to Local Water Quality, Human Health, 
and Aquatic Health. 

Removing the limits on mercury disposal cannot amount to a free pass to dispose of mercury in 

amounts that do not comport with the Clean Water Act’s requirements. The Commission therefore must 

continue to require the City to monitor its effluent discharges to confirm that the facility is not 

discharging mercury. Further, to ensure that future testing properly identifies mercury levels in effluent, 

the Commission must require the City’s facility to use a laboratory test method that is sensitive enough 

to detect mercury at its minimum analytical level of 0.000005 mg/L. 

VIII. If the Commission Allows Mercury Disposal, it Must Require Rigorous Monitoring for the Life 
of the Permit to Prevent Any Impacts to Local Water Quality, Human Health, and Aquatic 
Health and Reassess the Permit Amendment as Appropriate. 

Even if the Commission removes the mercury limits from the City of South Houston’s 

wastewater treatment permit, it must continue to require the City to test its effluent discharges for 

mercury-containing compounds. At a minimum, monitoring must involve sampling described above, 

testing of fish and shellfish, and testing of humans using area waters for recreation and fishing. If 

monitoring reveals that water quality has been affected by mercury disposal, the Commission must 

reassess the permit amendment and impose strict controls on mercury disposal. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kristen Schlemmer 

Legal Director 

Bayou City Waterkeeper 



December 4, 2018 

Dear TCEQ, 

We are writing in reference to the City of South Houston’s Texas Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(TPDES) Permit No. WQ0010287001, EPA I.D. No. TX0057304. 

Summary statement 

We oppose the request by the City of South Houston for a permit amendment for its wastewater 
treatment plant to remove testing requirements for mercury in its effluent that it discharges into Berry 
Creek.  We oppose any increase in mercury allowed to be discharged from the plant for the protection 
of human health and safety of community residents, the protection of ecological habitat, and the 
protecting of our waterways from contamination.  

I. Berry Creek, Sims Bayou, and downstream waterways are highly utilized natural resources for local 
residents for a variety of recreational activities. Communities around Berry Creek and Sims Bayou use 
these bayous frequently for fishing and canoeing/kayaking. Due to the popularity of these waterways, a 
number of organizations fronting Sims Bayou near the location where Berry Creek flows into Sims Bayou 
have plans to add boat launches to increase recreation on these waterways, which will increase the 
contact with their waters. 

II. Testing requirements should comply with the EPA requirements under the Clean Water Act, which 
strictly limits the disposal of mercury into navigable waters, to ensure these waterways do not harm 
the communities that use them.  The presence of mercury in our waterways is concerning for public 
health for a number of reasons.  Local residents fish in these waterways and the consumption of fish 
who contain mercury is toxic. Residents who canoe and kayak in the waterways will also be exposed to 
mercury in their contact with the water.  Finally, there was significant overbank flooding during 
Hurricane Harvey and the risk of waters with high levels of mercury entering parks, homes, and other 
areas where people and pets will come in contact with the mercury is concerning.  

III. The permit amendment will affect waters that already have been deemed “impaired” under the 
Clean Water Act and at least 4 companies are known to release mercury into wastewater treated at 
the City of South Houston Wastewater Treatment Plant, so there is the potential for future high 
levels. The South Houston Wastewater Treatment Plant processes wastewater with the potential for the 
presence of mercury, so it should be tested to ensure only safe levels of mercury are discharged from 
the plant.  The companies who send wastewater to the South Houston Wastewater Treatment Plant 
that are known to release mercury into their wastewater are: 

1)  Houston Plating Company LLC 
2)  Wolar Industries, Inc.,  
3)  Byerly Metals, Inc., and 
4)  Texas Pan Services, Inc. 
 
IV. The negative effects of allowing mercury disposal into local waterways dramatically outweigh any 
potential benefits.  Mercury negatively affects human health. Children, particularly infants, and 
individuals with low immunity are most vulnerable to the effects of mercury.  Mercury also affects the 
health of aquatic and avian life, and healthy ecosystems.  TCEQ has not advised the public why an 
amendment to mercury testing is needed, nor any benefits offered by the amendment. 



V. We request an investigation into the testing methods to detect mercury levels, testing and study of 
the potentially affected waterways to determine the current amount of mercury toxicity in Berry 
Creek and waters potentially affected downstream, and a requirement that appropriate testing 
continue at the City of South Houston Wastewater Treatment Plant to ensure safe levels of mercury in 
our waterways. The minimum analytical level (MAL) of 0.000005 mg/L for mercury means that the 
facility must utilize a laboratory test method sensitive enough to detect mercury at that level.  If TCEQ 
allows the disposal of mercury into local waterways, then it must require rigorous testing for the life of 
the permit to prevent any impacts to local water quality, human health, and aquatic and avian health to 
preserve existing uses by the public downstream. 

 

Thank you for your time and consideration, 

Armand Bayou Nature Center 

Bayou City Waterkeeper 

Buffalo Bayou Partnership  

Galveston Bay Foundation 

Houston Audubon  

Houston Botanic Garden 

Houston Parks Board 

Memorial Park Conservancy 

 




